TrakIT for fleet management

TrakIT reporting tool

TrakIT provides real time vehicle and asset tracking for
businesses. TrakIT is an enhanced communication channel
that links your fleet to the office and provides detailed tracking
data. This information is neatly presented online on a map so
that you can quickly monitor where your fleet is and improve
efficiency through historical report analysis. TrakIT provides
you with a facility to effectively view and keep track of all your
mobile assets. While there are many solutions on the market
that provides real time data transfer, TrakIT key factor is that
the solution works across major web browsers and on mobile
devices.

Reporting
The solution provides various reports on when, where and
how your vehicles are being used. You can use the information
provided in the reporting tool to improve processes, reduce
costs and measure performance. All reports are available for
printing and can be exported to Microsoft Excel.

Watch-boxes Geofencing
Users can circle or draw a polygon on special areas of interest
on the map. TrakIT alerts you when your fleet move in and out
of the defined area.

Journeys and Stops
Access to real-time and historical trip data according to
ignition setting (on or off), location, mileage, duration and
standstill time. This will help you to plan and schedule more
efficiently, spot problems early and minimise on mileage.
Watchbox Events
Reports time and location when vehicles selected enter or
leave a pre-defined watchbox or polygon over a defined time
period.

Notifications and Alarms
TrakIT is designed to limit the amount of time an operator
spends monitoring, through notifications and alarms. These
are auto generated based on user parameters. Users can be
notified through on-screen pop-up messages, emails or SMS.

Over Speeding
Identifies trips, exact point locations where vehicles were
driving above the speed threshold.

Multilingual
TrakIT solution is a multilingual solution and can be configured
in the following languages: English, Italian and Spanish.

Mobile Tracking Summary
The summary shows a brief overview of mobile usage during
specified time frames, including total journey time, total idling
time and distance travelled.

Status Change
All vehicle statuses are time stamped and geocoded.

Job ETA
Job reporting analysis, indicating deviation from
estimated time of arrival at a particular location.

TrakIT key features

Stay reliable, stay connected, impress your customers
TrakIT
• Cross-browser & cross-platform technology
• Viewable on PC, Tablet or Smartphone
• Integration with digital and analogue devices
• Locate and track a specific vehicle
• Watchbox (Geofence) alerts to identify when vehicles have entered or left specific areas
• Standard and tailored reports for historical activity, out of hours use, speeding and location
• Trip replay function to display your historical journey data
• Monitor your fleet 24/7
• Real-time alerts about status changes in your vehicle
• Full system configuration control

Benefits
• Find out what’s happening on the road
• Reduce costs and measure your performance
• Improve productivity
• Reliable trip statistics enable you to operate based on costs
• Identify vehicle closest to your customer
• Low footprint tracking solution with strong mapping and reporting tool

Loqus provides an efficient fleet management solution for businesses. With hundreds of field
service engineers, drivers and technicians from diverse industries running over thousands of
vehicles between them, the solution provides you with the necessary custom-made software
tools, to keep your fleet and your business moving. But don’t just take our word for it. If you’d like
to know more check out our website. And if you’re ready to talk to the people who can increase
your operational efficiency while saving you time and money contact us.
We make your business work smarter and not harder.

